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Recent research in the field of “neuro-marketing” shows promise to substantially increase
knowledge on marketing issues for example price-perception, advertising efficiency,
branding and shopper behaviour. Recently, an innovative and mobile applicable
neuroimaging method has been proposed, namely functional near-infrared spectroscopy
(fNIRS). However, this method is, in the research field of marketing, still in its infancy
and is, consequently, lacking substantial validity. Against this background, this research
work applied a convergent validity approach to challenge the validity of (mobile) fNIRS
in the field of “neuro-marketing” and consumer neuroscience. More precisely, we
aim to replicate a robust and well-investigated neural effect previously detected with
fMRI—namely the “first-choice-brand” effect—by using mobile fNIRS. The research
findings show that mobile fNIRS appears to be an appropriate neuroimaging method for
research in the field of “neuro-marketing” and consumer neuroscience. Additionally, this
research work presents guidelines, enabling marketing scholars to utilise mobile fNIRS
in their research work.

Keywords: fNIRS, first-choice-brand effect, “neuro-marketing”, consumer neuroscience, shopper neuroscience,
neuroimaging

INTRODUCTION

During recent decades, substantial milestones have been passed by marketing scholars moving
marketing research forward (Eisend, 2015). Although this accumulation of knowledge has increased
scholars and practitioners understanding, some marketing issues remain unsolved and might not
be explorable using existing marketing methods (Zaltman, 2000; Eisend, 2015). To account for the
diminishing utility of existing marketing methods (Eisend, 2015), scholars integrated innovative
methods from cognate disciplines. Notably, the discipline of consumer neuroscience, in a business
context also known as ‘‘neuro-marketing’’ (Hubert and Kenning, 2008; Harris et al., 2018), promises
to substantially increase knowledge of marketing issues, for example price-perception, advertising
efficiency, branding, purchase and shopper behaviour (e.g., Kosslyn, 1999; Kenning and Plassmann,
2005; Knutson et al., 2007; Plassmann et al., 2015; Falk et al., 2016; Kühn et al., 2016; Barnett
and Cerf, 2017). This progression is predominantly driven by the belief that the utilisation of
neuroscientific methods will add supplementary information to existing concepts and theories
(Zaltman, 2000; Kenning and Plassmann, 2005; Plassmann et al., 2015). Fortunately, marketing
research can greatly benefit from methodological progress in the research field of neuroscience.
Mainly because, just recently, a novel neuroimaging method, namely mobile, functional near
infrared-spectroscopy (fNIRS), emerged (Kopton and Kenning, 2014).
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fNIRS is a relatively new, non-invasive neuroimaging
technique that utilises near-infrared light sources able to
penetrate human tissue (Ferrari and Quaresima, 2012). More
precisely, (mobile) fNIRS uses specific wavelengths of light
(760 and 850 nm) to provide a measurement of cerebral
oxygenated (oxy-Hb) and deoxygenated haemoglobin, which
are the main absorbers of near-infrared light (Kopton and
Kenning, 2014), allowing the indirect quantification of neural
activity to be measured. There are several fNIRS technologies
applied (for further information please see: Scholkmann et al.,
2014; Torricelli et al., 2014; Brugnera et al., 2018). In this
research work, we used one of the most commonly utilised
fNIRS technology, namely the continuous wave (CW) method,
which allows to compute changes in oxygenated, deoxygenated
and total haemoglobin concentrations from a calculated baseline
(Torricelli et al., 2014). There is profound evidence that
the fNIRS signal correlates significantly with the functional
magnetic imaging (BOLD) signal (Fishburn et al., 2014;Masataka
et al., 2015). The spatial resolution and penetration depth
of mobile fNIRS is dependent upon the distances between
light sources and detectors but generally capable of imaging
depths of up to 2 cm (McCormick et al., 1992). This allows
the measurement of neural activity in brain regions such as
the prefrontal cortex (PFC), which plays a crucial role in
consumers cognitive processing such as for example buying
decisions (Deppe et al., 2005, 2007; Gonzalez et al., 2005;
Knutson et al., 2007; Schaefer and Rotte, 2007; Plassmann
et al., 2008; Quaresima and Ferrari, 2016; Goodman et al.,
2017).

However, although previous research indicated the validity
of fNIRS as a neuroimaging method in various scientific
disciplines (Fishburn et al., 2014; Naseer and Hong, 2015;
Kim et al., 2016; Werchan et al., 2016), to date, there is very
little evidence supporting its utilisation in (neuro-)marketing
research.

This is surprising given the fact that especially the application
of themobile applicable version of fNIRSmight have the potential
to overcome or at least reduce one of the major concerns of
most neuroimaging techniques—it’s immobility (Arnsten and
Goldman-Rakic, 1998; Miyai et al., 2001; Atsumori et al., 2010;
Funane et al., 2011; Szalma and Hancock, 2011; Yoshino et al.,
2013; Boksem and Smidts, 2015).

However, because mobile fNIRS is still in its infancy, at least
in the research field of marketing, this appealing method is
lacking substantial validation. To address this issue, we applied
a convergent validity approach to challenge the validity of
mobile fNIRS. In particular, we strive to replicate a robust
and well-investigated neural effect, previously detected with
fMRI—namely the ‘‘first-choice-brand’’ effect—by using mobile
fNIRS.

PROOF OF CONCEPT—THE MOBILE
fNIRS VALIDATION APPROACH

The fact that the validity of mobile fNIRS has, to the
present day, never been conventionally challenged in marketing

research might be one reason for its limited utilisation. It
is, however, fundamental that every novel method provides
evidence of its validity specific to the scope of application.
When discussing the concept of validity, it is essential
to understand that validity, in a general sense, determines
whether the research method truly measures that which it
was intended to measure (Golafshani, 2003). However, in
the literature there is a distinction between different kinds
or ‘‘concepts’’ of validity that are (Gravetter and Forzano,
2003):

(i) the predictive validity which is demonstrated when a
measurement accurately predicts behaviour according to a
theory;

(ii) the construct validity which requires that the measurements
obtained from a measurement procedure behave exactly the
same as the variable itself;

(iii) the divergent validity which is demonstrated by using two
different methods to measure two different constructs,
accordingly there should be no or only a little relationship
between the measurement obtained from the two different
constructs when they are measured by the same method;
and

(iv) the convergent validity which is demonstrated by a strong
relationship between the scores obtained from two different
methods of measuring the same construct (Gravetter and
Forzano, 2003).

That said, it should be evident that scholars can choose
from a set of validation approaches. For example, to validate
mobile fNIRS scholars can follow the predictive validity approach
(i), hypothesising that mobile fNIRS is able to quantify a
particular neural brain activity based on a stimulus presented.
Scholars could therefore assume, based on literature and theory,
that visual stimuli lead to neural brain activity in the visual
cortex, by testing this hypothesis utilising mobile fNIRS, scholars
will be able to make an assumption about the validity of its
utilisation.

By utilising the construct validity approach (ii), scholars
can validate a neuroimaging method such as mobile fNIRS by
showing that the same method can differentiate between two
different and well investigated scientific constructs. Scholars
could therefore, based on the knowledge that vision and motoric
processes are located in different brain regions, indicate that it is
possible, by means of mobile fNIRS, to distinguish neural cortical
activity of visual and motoric stimuli, investigating the same
construct namely neural activity. Consequently, depending upon
the stimulus only one related brain region should be activated,
allowing a proposition to be made about the operating principles
of mobile fNIRS.

Moreover, scholars might choose to explore the validity of a
neuroimaging method by utilising a divergent validity approach
(iii), comparing two different deviating methods investigating
two different entities. As a result, both methods should have
contradictory outcomes.

Finally, in order to validate mobile fNIRS in a specific scope
of application (as for example in the field of marketing), scholars
could choose for a convergent validity approach (vi), replicating
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a robust and previously explored (neural) effect whilst employing
an existing and already validated neuroimaging technique. By
applying the same research paradigm as used in a previous
research work, scholars could compare data acquired with an
innovative and a validated (neuroimaging) method, verifying the
innovative methods in the scope of application whilst exploring
an existing, validated entity.

Taking the aforementioned concepts into account, we
chose the convergent validity approach in order to explore
whether mobile fNIRS is a suitable neuroimaging method
also for marketing research and consumer neuroscience. The
reason for this relies on the unique characteristics of the
marketing relevant, neural effect of the ‘‘first-choice-brand’’
(Deppe et al., 2005). Based on its two interrelated sub-
effects, the ‘‘first-choice-brand’’ effect is capable of providing
information about potentialities as well as limitations directly
related to mobile fNIRS and its technical capabilities, e.g., when
it comes to measure subjacent brain regions. Insights that
are solely explorable whilst utilising a convergent validity
approach.

Consequently, based on scientific evidence and based on the
technical capabilities of mobile fNIRS, we aim to partly replicate
the ‘‘first-choice-brand’’ effect (Deppe et al., 2005; Koenigs and
Tranel, 2007).

This specific brand-related effect, was first reported by Deppe
et al. (2005), indicating that participants have distinctive neural
activity in brain regions of the PFCwhilst making a binary buying
decision when their favoured brand (first-choice-brand, FCB) is
involved. The ‘‘first-choice-brand’’ effect, which will be discussed
in the next section, was found in several subsequent studies and
seems to be a robust neural effect.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND—THE
“FIRST-CHOICE-BRAND” EFFECT

In essence, the ‘‘first-choice-brand’’ effect consists of two
interrelated sub-effects. The first sub-effect is characterised by
an increased neural activity in the ventromedial PFC (vmPFC),
a subjacent medial brain region involved in processing of
emotions, episodic memory retrieval and self-reflection during
decision making (Deppe et al., 2005), displaying self-referential
processes during first choice brand decision-making. The second
sub-effect is characterised by reduced neural activity in the
dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC), a brain region generally associated
with working memory, inductive reasoning, planning, cognitive
control, strategy-based reasoning, judgments and reasoning-
based decision making (Braver et al., 1997; Courtney et al.,
1997; Pochon et al., 2001; Kroger et al., 2002; Manes et al.,
2002; Raye et al., 2002; Curtis and D’Esposito, 2003; Deppe
et al., 2005). The reduced neural activity of the dlPFC
might, potentially, indicate that strategy-based reasoning and
judgments are reduced when participants are exposed to
their favoured ‘‘target’’ brand compared to non-preference
decision making trials (Deppe et al., 2005; Koenigs and Tranel,
2007; Schaefer and Rotte, 2007), allowing the consumers to
take a quicker, straightforward and less complex decision

when their individual target brand is present—a neural effect
which is also called cortical relief effect (Kenning et al.,
2002).

Based on the technical parameters of mobile fNIRS,
in particular its spatial resolution and penetration depth
(McCormick et al., 1992), mobile fNIRS is not capable of
measuring subjacent medial brain regions lying deep in the brain.
Consequently, we do expect that mobile fNIRS is solely able to
partly replicate the ‘‘first-choice-brand’’ effect, namely only the
second sub-effect. Against this background, we investigate the
following hypotheses:

• H1: mobile fNIRS is capable of measuring decreased neural
activity in the dlPFC when consumers’ decision making is
associated with their first-choice-brand.
• H2: mobile fNIRS is not capable of measuring increased neural
activity in the vmPFC when consumers’ decision making is
associated with their first-choice-brand.

METHOD

Participants
In order to empirically test our hypotheses, a total number of
N = 42 (Friston, 2003) right-handed (e.g., Toga and Thompson,
2003), female household running participants was recruited
in order to take part in a fNIRS-experiment at University
of Düsseldorf, Germany (M = 38.07, SD = 11.13 years of
age, M = 1,725.49, SD = 879.28 net income in Euro). With
regard to the fact that women are more frequent customers of
grocery retailers and are, therefore, more frequently exposed
to brand related decisions, only household running, female
participants were recruited for this experiment (Rampl et al.,
2012). All participants had normal vision and no history of
neurological disorder and were informed about the nature
of the experiment as well as the operating mode of mobile
fNIRS, before the written informed consent was signed1.
All subjects gave written informed consent in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki. Subsequently, to increase
their involvement, participants were requested to imagine that
acquaintances had asked them to buy a high-quality filter
coffee for their cream-tea appointment at the weekend. As they
wanted to make a good impression, the participants needed
to choose, whilst making their buying decision, the coffee

1Mobile near-infrared spectroscopy is a non-invasive method, simply
projecting (near-infrared) light through the sculp. It is therefore with
no advantages or disadvantages associated. Moreover, the utilised stimuli
material integrated only coffee brands to which participants are confronted
in every German grocery store. Consequently, an ethical approval for
conducting the given experiment was not necessary. However, it should be
evident that the experiment was conducted according to existing ethical
standards (APA’s Ethics Code and in compliance with the Declaration
of Helsinki). Therefore, before the experiment started, participants were
informed about the nature of the experiment as well as the operating mode
of mobile fNIRS. Subsequently, participants were asked if they would like
to voluntarily participate in the experiment and informed that they can
stop the experiment at any time without any reasons, consequences and/or
disadvantages.
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brand which had, in their opinion, the highest quality. After
completing the experiment, participants were asked to sort
all coffee brands according to their preferences and buying
intention. Based on the individual ranking, the selection of the
target brand group (TBG) and the diverse brand group (non-
TBG) was performed (Deppe et al., 2005). Only participants
who rated the target coffee brand (the market leader) as
their favourite brand, were assigned to the TB-group. This
is essential in order to analyse the data, since the reduced
dlPFC activity is only hypothesised for the TBG in comparison
to the non-TBG. Furthermore, in post-experiment-interviews
participants were enquired about their (filter coffee) shopping
behaviour, asking if they are aware of the target brand
as used in the experiment. This is inevitable to experience
and consequently to display the ‘‘first-choice-brand’’ effect in
the designed experiment, utilising mobile fNIRS. Only when
participants indicated that they have never bought filter coffee
before, they were excluded from further analysis. Following this
procedure 10 participants were excluded, resulting in a sample
size of N = 32 (M = 37.97, SD = 10.97 years of age) of which
16 participants selected the predefined target brand (T) as their
favoured brand.

Task Procedure
The experimental task aims to examine if the presence of a filter
coffee target brand, evoke a reduced neural, bilateral activity in
brain regions ascribed to the dlPFC for participants who rated the
target brand, ex post, as their favoured brand, measurable with
the use of mobile fNIRS. Extending previous research (Deppe
et al., 2005; Koenigs and Tranel, 2007; Schaefer and Rotte,
2007), participants were shown 100 different buying decisions
scenarios in the presence or absence of a specific target brand
(T) in which participants had to take a binary buying decision.
‘‘Jacobs Krönung’’ as Germanmarket leader was defined, a priori,

as the target brand (T). The other brands were classified as
diverse (D), resulting in a binary decision-making set of either
TD (TD decision = target brand vs. diverse brands) or DD
(DD decision = diverse brand vs. diverse brands) decisions.
All trials were presented in a 10 × 10 event-related design,
whereby in alternating order two types of trial composition
were displayed. The compositions consisted either of 8 DD
and 2 TD (20% TD) or 2 DD and 8 TD (80% TD) decisions,
whereby the order of DD and TD decisions was randomised
(please see Figure 1). For each of the 100 trials, participants
had the option of two different coffee brands, which were
presented on a computer screen, lasting for 3 s. The trials were
separated from each other by means of jittered fixation cross
lasting 4 to 6 s. For each single decision trial, participants were
requested to decide mentally, were no manual response was
required, which of the two displayed coffee brands they would
like to buy.

No resting condition was implemented between the blocks,
since participants needed merely 800 s (13.3 min) to complete
the whole paradigm.

To assure the same environmental circumstances for every
participant, the temperature and light conditions were kept
equally and the background noises were kept to a minimum.
Throughout the experimental task the experimenter left the
room, but re-entered the room after participants indicated that
they have completed the experimental task.

DATA COLLECTION, (PRE-)PROCESSING
AND RESULTS

Data Collection
Optical signals were recorded on a two-wavelength (760 and
850 nm) continuous-wave fNIRSport-System (NIRx Medical

FIGURE 1 | Experimental design—modified version of the paradigm created by Deppe et al. (2005).
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FIGURE 2 | Topographical layout—The topographical layout is a schematic
representation of the measurements sites. It integrates 22 channel, each
corresponding to a particular brain region of the three sub-regions of the
prefrontal cortex, namely the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (key channels 9
and 14), the orbitofrontal cortex (key channels 19 and 20) and the motor
cortex (key channels 1, 3, 4 and 6).

Technologies, Berlin, Germany2). Data was collected from
detectors in parallel at a sampling rate of 7.81 Hz. The
optical channels were comprised of eight sources and eight
detectors. Optodes and diodes are separated from each other
by a distance of 3 cm in order to guarantee signal quality.
Participants are fitted with a headband, covering most of
the PFC in particular bilateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC),
bilateral dlPFC and bilateral premotor cortex. To ensure
that the headband is located according to the anatomical
brain structures of the participants, the craniometric point
of the nasion, where the top of the nose meets the ridge
of the forehead, was used to assure comparability between
participants. Based on this configuration the ‘‘topographical
layout,’’ a schematic representation of the measurements sites,
integrating 22 channels was designed, allowing to measure
cortical neural activity of the PFC and its sub-regions as
previously described (please see Figure 2). The NIRS-Star
software package (version 14.2) was used to check for signal
quality and data collection.

Data (Pre-)Processing
Before further analysis, the collected fNIRS raw data were pre-
processed. Therefore, to smooth the raw data a band-pass filtered
(high/low frequency filter) was applied in order to control
for artefacts that might interfere with the measurement of the
intended effects, as for examples the heartbeat or strong and
abrupt head movements. The lower cut off frequency value was

2http://nirx.net

set to 0.01 Hz, whereas the higher cut off frequency value was set
to 0.2 Hz.

Raw optical density signals were converted to haemoglobin
concentration changes using the modified Beer-Lambert law
(Delpy et al., 1988; Kocsis et al., 2006; Kopton and Kenning,
2014; Scholkmann et al., 2014) within the NIRx Software package
(NIRxMedical Technologies, Berlin, Germany2). The parameters
used to compute the haemodynamic states were set as follows, the
distance of the first channel was set to 3 cm, the wavelengths were
specified to values of 760 and 850 nanometre and the associated
pathlength factor (DPT) was set to 7.25 for the wavelength of
760 nm and 6.38 for the wavelength of 850 nm, in accordance
with commonly utilised values reported in literature (Essenpreis
et al., 1993; Kohl et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 2002). As the oxy-Hb
signal has been shown to correlate with cerebral blood flow better
than the deoxygenated signal (Hoshi et al., 2001), the analysis
concentrates on the oxy-Hb signal.

For every participant, a general linear model (GLM) was
set up to model neural activity during the experimental task.
The picture period, displaying the different coffee brands, was
modelled separately for TD-trials and DD-trials, adding up to
two event-related regressors together with an additional error
term at the end (Yj = xj1β1 + xj2β2 + εj). Each time course was
further corrected for serial correlations such as physiological
noise sources, modulating the stimulus onsets convolved by a
haemodynamic response function (Worsley and Friston, 1995).
No contrast was calculated for every participant individually
(on within-subject-level). However, in order to investigate the
estimated effects on group-level (between-subject-level), two
groups were, based on the ex post conducted ranking of
the coffee brands, created. Following the original article by
Deppe et al. (2005) only participants who rated the target
brand as their favourite brand, were assigned to the TB-group.
T-contrasts were used to generate statistical parametric maps of
activation by contrasting TD decisions of the TBG (N = 16) in
comparison to TD decisions of the diverse brand group (non-
TBG, N = 16). A t-contrast activation map of the neural PFC
activity was plotted on a standardised brain. The activation
map threshold was set to a p-value of p < 0.05 (please see
Figure 3).

Data Results
As hypothesised, the results show significant bilateral cortical
dlPFC decreased neural activity when participants take TD
decisions, contrasting the TB-group and the non-TB group
on a significant level of p < 0.05. Giving evidence for the
second sub-effect, the cortical relief effect (Schaefer and Rotte,
2007; Kenning et al., 2002) in the TB-group, which was solely
determined by the presence of the participant’s most favoured
target brand during binary buying decisions. More precisely,
channel 16 (t(31) = −2.42, p < 0.05, d = −0.86), channel 21
(t(31) =−2.74, p< 0.01, d =−0.97) and channel 22 (t(31) =−2.49,
p < 0.05, d = −0.88), which are localised in dlPFC brain regions
indicate a reduced neural activity when participants, who rated
the target brand as their favoured brand, had to decide between
a target and diverse brand in a binary buying decision task
(please see Figure 3). Furthermore, as the effect size, measured
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FIGURE 3 | Bilateral dlPFC decreased neural activity when participants who rated the target brand first are confronted with a TD decision. Channel 16: t(31) = −2.42,
p < 0.05; channel 21: t(31) = −2.74, p < 0.01; channel 22: t(31) = −2.49, p < 0.05.

with Cohen’s d, exceed the value of 0.8 for all three reported
effects, the magnitude of the measured effects can be defined as
strong (Cohen, 1988). Moreover, confirming H2 no significant
increase in neural activity could be pictured in brain regions
ascribed to the vmPFC, when the target brand was present,
given participants ranked the target brand first (for detailed
information, see Supplementary Appendix 1.1–1.4).

MOBILE fNIRS—A VALIDATED
NEUROIMAGING METHOD?

The results of our study clearly support the assumption that
mobile fNIRS has, in principle, the ability to assist scholars and
marketers to enlarge knowledge, methods and analyses from
extant approaches of consumer research, developing marketing
theory and consumer research findings.

Whilst our research results indicated, in line with previous
work (Deppe et al., 2005), that a participants’ first-choice
brand decreases the neural activity in brain regions ascribed
to the dlPFC, simplifying the participants buying decision
(Schaefer and Rotte, 2007), our research results also indicate
some limitations of mobile fNIRS when it comes to measure
subjacent brain region such as (parts of) the vmPFC (Koenigs
and Tranel, 2007). Based on our results and previous research
findings (McCormick et al., 1992) it should therefore be evident
that mobile fNIRS is not always a suitable neuroimaging
method or even a panacea; and cannot be applied when the
research focus relies on, for example, subjacent brain regions.
An example in this regard might be the measurement of
emotional and perception processes such as price (fairness)
perception (Knutson et al., 2007; Linzmajer et al., 2014).
Given the fact that emotional and perception processes find
its neural origin in ‘‘deeper’’ brain regions such as e.g.,
the hippocampus, the insula, the nucleus accumbens and/or
the amygdala, mobile fNIRS with its technical capabilities,
might currently not be able to shed light on these processes.
Moreover, next to its spatial resolution, the temporal resolution
of mobile fNIRS seems to be lower in comparison to
for example electroencephalography (EEG), but seems to

outperform the temporal resolution of fMRI (Wilcox and Biondi,
2015).

By keeping in mind that every neuroimaging method
has its advantages and disadvantages, it should be noted
that mobile fNIRS might have, in particular, the ability to:
(1) minimise purchase and running costs; (2) increase the
ecological validity, due to its potential mobile usage; and
(3) exploit an extended sample, integrating participants that have
been excluded earlier because of physical criteria (see Kopton and
Kenning, 2014). Against this background, scholars andmarketers
should carefully select and verify the methodological instrument
they would like to apply to answer a specific research focus.
In the next section, we, therefore, aim to provide marketing
scholars a short guideline of how to apply mobile fNIRS to
their own research. In particular, we will try to answer the
following questions: If fNIRS is the answer, what should be the
question? When should mobile fNIRS be applied in marketing
research? And, finally, how should mobile fNIRS be applied
(in a real world situation) and how to analyse the generated
data?.

MOBILE fNIRS—A SHORT GUIDELINE FOR
MARKETING RESEARCH

If fNIRS Is the Answer, What Should be the
Question?
As mentioned before, it should be evident that neuroscientific
methods do not guarantee intended results and, consequently,
increase the explained variance of a scientific entity. Instead,
sometimes it is needless, costly and risky to utilise neuroscientific
methods to answer a marketing related research question.
Consequently, scholars need to be aware, ex ante, whether
a neuroscientific tool has the potential to increase their
understanding of a marketing related construct and can,
therefore, add to existing marketing theories.

In order to illuminate whether mobile fNIRS can add
to marketing research, scholars should ask themselves two
additional questions, keeping the capabilities of a mobile fNIRS
in mind: (i) How is information processing implemented within
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the brain and how is this related to a particular entity/ability? and
(ii) when are particular processes and brain structures invoked?
(Kosslyn, 1999).

These essential questions might be answered by conducting
a comprehensive literature review in which scholars assimilate
crucial information about their research focus and its connection
to cognitive processes manifested in particular brain structures,
combining both, the marketing and neuroscientific knowledge in
one nomological network.

For example, if a marketing scholar is interested in emotional
processes associated with a certain product characteristic
(e.g., a car design), it should be evident that mobile fNIRS
is, at the present time, not suitable to measure emotional
processes, which find their neural origins in subcortical
brain regions like the amygdala or the hippocampus
(McCormick et al., 1992). Moreover, it is essential for
marketing scholars to assure themselves that a given research
question cannot be answered with existing marketing research
methods, which might be more cost-effective (Ariely and
Berns, 2010) and/or easier to administer (Dimoka et al.,
2012).

As mobile fNIRS opens up the ability to gather neural data
in a naturalistic environment, increasing the ecological validity,
it should also be evident that the temporal resolution of mobile
fNIRS might sometimes, depending on the research approach, be
a limitation. This might especially be the case when a stimulus
occurrence is uncontrolled in a naturalistic environment.

Against this background, marketing scholars should refrain
from utilising mobile fNIRS when its application does not
provide essential information above and beyond information
quantifiable with existing measurements. Furthermore, they
should refrain when no further information about the underlying
cognitive processing mechanism, no information in regard
to particular processes, the related brain structures and/or
information about the temporal function of the process is
provided.

When Should Mobile fNIRS be Applied in
Marketing Research?
After the question ‘‘whether’’ mobile fNIRS generated knowledge
can increase the explained variance of a marketing relevant
entity is answered, scholars should ask themselves ‘‘when’’
to apply mobile fNIRS. Due to the rapid proliferation of
neuroscientific methods and techniques, the absence of clear
guidance how to conduct high-quality, user-oriented consumer
neuroscience research and a possible ignorance of the added
value of the integration of neuroimaging methods, it could
become difficult for marketing scholars to decide, based on their
research focus, which neuroscientific method to employ. So,
scholars need to be aware about the technical capabilities of a
given neuroscientific method. In line with this, neuroscientific
methods could be categorised according to three dimensions,
the temporal resolution, the spatial resolution and whether a
neuroscientific method is portable or not.

Figure 4 compares the frequently applied neuroscientific
methods, intends to summarise all three dimensions scholars
need to be aware of, when applying neuroscientific methods.

FIGURE 4 | Systematic representation of the neuroscientific tools applied in
consumer neuroscience and related research fields.

Accordingly, scholars have to choose wisely, based on their
research focus, whether to apply mobile fNIRS or not. As
mentioned before, based on our research results it should be
evident that mobile fNIRS is not able to measure the whole brain,
but is capable of imaging depths of up to 2 cm (McCormick
et al., 1992) of the human cortex. Consequently, subjacent medial
brain regions cannot be measured by utilising mobile fNIRS.
Hence, if the research focus rely on cognitive processes which are
related to subjacent brain region, scholars might apply another
neuroimaging methods, such as fMRI.

Even though, previous research indicated that fNIRS is
capable of measuring brain regions such as for example the left
anterior OFC (Ernst et al., 2013). There seems to be uncertainty
regarding the technical capabilities of mobile fNIRS. Against this
background, based on the fact that the previously mentioned
brain regions are only vaguely defined and often incorporate
wide areas of the PFC, it is particularly difficult for scholars to
specify if mobile fNIRS is also capable of measuring subjacent
brain regions which may interest them, such as the vmPFC.
Consequently, based on the insufficient classification of cortical
brain regions, our research work provides, based on our research
results, a classification map (please see Figure 5), giving scholars
the opportunity to decide if mobile fNIRS is able to measure a
pre-defined region of the brain in which they are interested, or
not. More precisely, a brain region such as the vmPFC might not
be explorable (purple triangle) based on the technical capabilities
of mobile fNIRS. Whereas brain regions which are located near
the surface of the cortex, such as the OFC, alPFC and dlPFC,
might be explorable with mobile fNIRS (red quadrant and blue
circle).

How Should Mobile fNIRS be Applied (in a
Real World Situation) and How Should the
Generated Data be Analysed?
Mobile fNIRS has, in comparison to other neuroimaging
methods, the advantage that it is portable administrable, allowing
scholars to utilise mobile fNIRS in real world scenarios.
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FIGURE 5 | Based on the technical capabilities, mobile fNIRS is capable of
imaging depths of up to 2 cm (McCormick et al., 1992). Against this
background, it is essential to predefine brain regions, ex ante, indicating which
brain regions are measurable by utilising mobile fNIRS.

Therefore, in order to collect real world neural data to answer
a particular research question, marketing scholars should follow
a three-step approach.

The first step is the preparation of the experimental
setting—the environment. This is indispensable based on the
temporal resolution of mobile fNIRS, which requires the
appearance of a stimuli for around 2 s to 3 s in order to
measure the associated neural response. Given that the ultimate
goal is to measure consumers in a real-world situation, such as
at the point-of-sale (PoS), at the moment it is still necessary
to prepare the environmental settings in order to account and
control for potential confounding effects and to guarantee the
perception of a stimuli that might be manipulated in a research
paradigm.

The second step is the acquisition of data. In order to collect
mobile fNIRS data to answer a particular research question,
participants need to be equipped with a headband or a cap,
comprising light sources and detectors that cover parts or the
whole cortex. After the headband or cap is placed on the cortex
scholars have to calibrate it to make sure that the signal quality
is to their satisfaction. To check for the fNIRS signal quality,
scholars could use several, mostly with the hardware delivered

software packages3. Before starting the calibration to check
for the fNIRS-signal quality, scholars should eliminate external
light sources which might interfere with the fNIRS-signal by
protecting the measured brain region with a light impermeable
cap. Moreover, before starting the experiment participants
should be informed that strong and abrupt (head)movements
during data collection should be avoided. This is essential in
order to guarantee appropriate fNIRS data quality and prevent
strong (movement) artefacts.

In comparison to a stationary conducted fNIRS experiment,
the implementation of mobile fNIRS might be even more
challenging, as it implies an adequate preparation of the
experimental setting in which the data acquisition takes place.
Moreover, given that it is rather difficult to define the
occurrence of stimuli in a mobile, naturalistic experiment
beforehand, it is necessary to combine mobile fNIRS with other
neurophysiological methods such as eye-tracking to control for
external, environmental cues. This is also relevant for the data
analysis of fNIRS experiments conducted in the field, as it takes
significantly more time and effort to analyse the data as the
stimuli onsets have to be defined ex post and with the help of
another neurophysiological methods such as e.g., eye-tracking.
Nevertheless, based on our research work and recent research
findings (Krampe et al., 2018a,b), it should be evident that the
advantages of conducting mobile fNIRS experiment may exceed
potential disadvantages.

The third step in this process is the data analysis. Before
starting the data analysis, scholars need to define task-specific
events based on the ex-ante established paradigm or manually
by defining the onsets (time a stimulus occurred) and length
of the stimulus (time a stimulus was present) for every
event respectively. This is essential in order to analyse the
data statistically. Similar to other neuroimaging data analysis
procedures, for example fMRI, the fNIRS analysis process may
be subdivided into several components.

First, scholars need to check the signal quality of every diode
and optode previously defined in a topographic map of the cortex
(Figure 2). Second, irrelevant time series might be truncated
in order to exclude time intervals from further consideration,
which are not relevant to answer a particular research question.
Third, scholars might remove discontinuities and spike artefacts
from the data time series, which are clearly and apparently
qualified as confounding effects. Thereby, abnormalities that
have two or more adjacent channels with t-values over three
standard deviations from the group average (Fishburn et al.,
2014) or which indicate significantly more spike artefacts might
be excluded from further analysis. Fourthly, scholars should
apply a high, low or band-pass frequency filter in order to smooth
the fNIRS data time series. Thereafter, scholars need to decide
which light signal (alternatively raw data) they would like to
investigate. As the oxy-Hb signal has been shown to correlate
with cerebral blood flow better than the deoxygenated signal
(Hoshi et al., 2001), most of the fNIRS data analysis focuses
on the oxy-Hb light signal. It should, however, be evident that
mobile fNIRS is capable of examining raw data, oxygenated,

3https://nirx.net/nirstar-1/
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deoxygenated and total haemoglobin concentrations, which is
one advantage in comparison to other neuroimaging methods.
Thereafter, scholars might convert the raw near-infrared light
absorption and attenuation data into oxy-, deoxy- and/or total-
haemoglobin concentrations. The most common used algorithm
for this progression is the modified Beer-Lambert law (Kocsis
et al., 2006; Kopton and Kenning, 2014; Scholkmann et al.,
2014), which is integrated in the previously described ‘‘NirsLab’’
toolbox, containing several parameters as described in the data
analysis section above.

Once the data have been processed, scholars might analyse the
haemodynamic-state time series, as defined before based on the
ex-ante established paradigm, on within-session and/or within-
subject level or across multiple sessions or between-subject level.
Thereby, a GLM on individual level will be set up to model neural
activity during the experimental task, based on the predefined
stationary or mobile paradigm.

Finally, to identify the underlying brain regions involved,
statistical results are depicted on a standardised brain to visually
locate the neural activation patterns and interpret them. Scholars
should be very careful about the localisation and designation of
the associated brain regions, encouraging scholars to apply the
previously introduced classification map of the PFC.

CONCLUSION

Returning to the research questions—is mobile fNIRS a valid
neuroimaging method for ‘‘neuro-marketing’’ and consumer
neuroscience?—we suggest, the answer is ‘‘yes, in principle
but.’’ confirming that mobile fNIRS is in some situations and
circumstances an appropriate neuroimaging method able to
expand knowledge on several marketing research related issues.
Thereby, mobile fNIRS has a good temporal resolution but is
restricted in its spatial resolution.

By keeping in mind that there are various mobile fNIRS
technologies, which might also be applied in the research field of
marketing, recent research demonstrated the usability of smaller,
two-channel, portable fNIRS devices and its utility in order to
investigate emotional and/or stress processes (Brugnera et al.,

2017, 2018; Adorni et al., 2018), indicating the proliferous,
ongoing technological progression of mobile fNIRS and its
potential for marketing research.

Against this background and based on our research findings,
we encourage marketing research to apply mobile fNIRS,
following our and already established guidelines (Brouwer et al.,
2015; Plassmann et al., 2015), whenever the immobility of
another method becomes an issue and when previous research
indicates that cortical, near surface brain regions are involved.
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